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chapter 12

Transition and Obliteration
Jose Garcia Villa in the United States
Jonathan Chua

The Philippine–American War (1899–1902) has been called a forgotten war.
An explanation proffered for this “amnesia” is that the war and the consequent annexation of the Philippines challenged the American self-concept as
an “exceptional” nation that unlike other empires did not exploit its colonies. What could justify the takeover of the Philippines was the putative
incapacity of Filipinos for self-rule. American colonization was going to be
humane and even a blessing, an exercise in “benevolent assimilation.” It was
America’s duty, in the words of President William McKinley, to “educate . . .
and uplift and civilize and Christianize” the Filipinos, who were represented
in popular and ofﬁcial texts as savage and infantile.1
The American colonization of the Philippines paved the way for
Filipinos’ migration into the United States, yet they were, and continue
to be, despite their numbers, an “invisible” minority, the main reason
being “the invisibility of American imperialism to itself.”2 Up until 1934,
they were “United States nationals” but not considered American citizens,
simultaneously part of and foreign to America. Whether as national or as
alien, then, Filipinos in the United States occupied an in-between state,
there and not there, included and excluded, a condition inaugurated by
imperialism and perpetuated by racist ideology.
This chapter presents the case of Jose Garcia Villa (1908–1997),
a pioneering Filipino writer in the United States and a key ﬁgure in the
history of Filipino literature written in English, as a US national/alien, later
US resident but Filipino citizen, negotiating the American literary scene.
Like many Filipinos who migrated to the United States, Villa bought the
“American dream” and sought a better life in the United States, although
unlike them his measure of success was not economic security but his
ﬂourishing as a writer. His foreignness, however, colored his career, getting
him differentially included in and erased from the American literary
landscape.
214
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Villa wanted to be an “American,” understood not so much as a citizen
of the United States per se but as a member of a transcendent republic of
letters and art, which, given his condition as a colonial subject, Villa had
implicitly equated with America. But even as Villa took steps to transition
into being such, he could be accepted only on Orientalist terms – that is, as
a subordinate or an imperfect copy of his American originals – and was
dispensable.

I
In 1929, Jose Garcia Villa was facing two obstacles: a tyrannical father and
what he thought was the backwardness of Philippine literary culture.
Villa’s strained relations with his father stemmed from his life choice to
be an artist. His father, Simeon Villa, was “a thin austere gentleman of the
old school, very stiff, very formal, very stern.”3 He was a doctor and had
been a colonel in Emilio Aguinaldo’s army against Spain and later against
the United States. Simeon wanted his son to follow in his footsteps, so in
1925, Villa studied to be a doctor. Unable to stand the horrors of the
dissection table, he shifted to law but found that equally repellent.
What Villa enjoyed were painting and writing. In 1925 his stories began
to be published in national magazines and soon were winning him prizes.
In 1927 he also began to write criticism, in which he identiﬁed what he
thought were the year’s best Filipino stories written in English. These
activities, however, were what his father frowned upon. “You can’t live
by writing,” he had told Villa.4 His sister Anna recalled that Simeon “was
very angry . . . because at the time poets did not earn . . . and were
considered low class.”5 Villa believed that his father was materialistic, that
he gave undue importance to degrees and the respectability and social
advancement that came with one’s being a lawyer or a doctor – things that
Villa would mock or belittle in his poems.6 But what was “materialism” for
Villa might have been for Simeon simply an appreciation for formal
education, a right to which Simeon’s and his parents’ generation fought
long and hard for.
Persisting in his writing, he soon crossed not only his father but also the
university and the state. His stories, most of which were comedies and love
stories, had been popular with readers; but in late 1927, apparently under
the inﬂuence of Sherwood Anderson, he began writing gloomier stories.7
In 1929, he ventured into erotica. He wrote a series of poems titled “ManSongs” for the Philippines Herald Magazine, a national weekly. For these
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poems, Villa was charged with obscenity, ﬁned ﬁfty pesos by the local
court, and suspended from the University of the Philippines.8
The trauma that resulted from his attempt at transitioning to more
mature material would lead to a geographical transition from the
Philippines to the United States. Seemingly rejected by both his family
and society, Villa sought refuge and liberation, and thought to ﬁnd both in
the United States. He had conﬁded to a friend that he aspired to be
published in the United States.9 In 1937, he remarked to a fellow Filipino
ﬁction writer, “New York is the only place where it is possible for me to
live.”10 And again, in 1944, he declared, “America is the place for writers.”11
Villa’s partiality for the United States is symptomatic of the extent to
which many Filipinos of his generation had been Americanized through
the colonial public school system. Villa and his peers were taught English
and taught in English to desire things American, a process that Filipino
nationalist historian Renato Constantino (1966) has called the “miseducation” of the Filipino.
In Villa’s case, the internalization of the process is evident in his stories
and literary criticism. His early stories embrace American popular culture
and the Victorian and Romantic literature that the schools taught. For
example, the cultural referents of his ﬁrst published short story, “Night,”
include the Hollywood movie The Sheik and a quotation from Tennyson.
In his next story, “Love’s Wilderness,” he references the movie Butterﬂy
and Matthew Arnold. In his annual selections of the best Filipino stories,
Villa relied on American critics – namely, Clayton Hamilton in its ﬁrst
appearance in 1928 and Edward J. O’Brien regularly thereafter – for his
terms of value. Lamenting the backwardness of Filipino ﬁction, Villa also
implied that Filipino writers needed to catch up with their Western
counterparts, at one point observing that the public was not reading
American ﬁction.12 In his defense of “Man-Songs,” he cited Sherwood
Anderson’s poems as an inﬂuence, in effect using Anderson’s work to
validate his own, and conversely, he put down his critics as being “not
yet ready” for his poems.13
Thus, Villa desired to transition both artistically (into what he thought
was more advanced writing) and geographically (into what he thought was
a less conservative space). Inevitably, he could express this only in a colonial
discourse that deﬁned the “center” as the fulﬁllment of that desire. This
discourse is most palpable in a letter that Villa sent to Anderson after the
“Man-Songs” controversy erupted and shortly before he left for the United
States. It reads in part: “It is my ambition to be able to write like you,
Mr. Anderson. I want to be like you because you are the greatest of all of
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them. I want to tell you so many things but I am inarticulate, like
a character in one of your stories. I am powerless to express my admiration
and feeling for you. I think the word I should use is ‘revere’.” He describes
himself as a “Filipino boy of twenty-one years” who pleads for consideration because the stories were written in his youth (“Does the fact that
I wrote them [stories] while still very young mitigate my guilt?”). On the
“Man-Songs” case, Villa writes, “May I request you, Mr. Anderson, to tell
me . . . if I have any talent at all. The head of our English dept., and another
English professor from Oxford, stood for me in this controversy.” He asks
for an autographed picture and concludes with the fact that he has made
a “vow . . . to make a pilgrimage” to see Anderson.14 The letter came with
Villa’s pencil sketch of Anderson.
The letter seems to illustrate colonial subject formation with the religious vocabulary of Villa naturalizing the process. Villa seeks validation as
a writer not from his fellow Filipino writers or readers, who have anyway
rejected him, but from Anderson. He likens himself to a character in
a short story by Anderson; thus, in an almost literal sense, Villa becomes
Anderson’s creation, one who also aspires to be in Anderson’s image and
likeness. Anderson, conversely, is apotheosized, a god that deserves reverence and before whom one must give an account of oneself.
“Fit audience ﬁnd, though few,” Villa, borrowing from Milton, urged
writers to do.15 In the summer of 1930, Villa sailed for the United States,
leaving father and fatherland, looking for that ﬁt audience; but what he
would ﬁnd instead was an America that was not less tyrannical or “materialistic” than the father he had disavowed.

II
Coming from a well-to-do family, Villa was spared the dehumanizing
privations and racial violence endured by Filipino migrant laborers, such
as Carlos Bulosan. Nonetheless, once his father cut him off because of his
intransigence, he had to struggle to keep himself fed, housed, and clothed
in Depression-era New York. The “differential inclusion” – being included
but differentiated from16 – that he experienced was not in the ﬁelds,
factories, or kitchens but in the editorial ofﬁces.
Villa had reached a compromise with his father: Simeon would send him
to the University of New Mexico for him to ﬁnish his bachelor’s; then, he
was to take up a Master’s at Columbia University and a doctorate in
literature in England.17 Villa arrived in the United States in July 1930,
after the Watsonville riots and the onset of the Depression. Filipino
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workers were then being viewed as the competition for jobs and as a moral
menace, scalawags preying on white women and squandering their lives at
dance halls.18
Villa’s early experiences in the United States are reﬂected in these stories:
the trilogy “Wings and Blue Flame,” its sequel “Song I Did Not Hear,” and
“Young Writer in a New Country.” Although the trilogy and its sequel
dwell on interior subjectivity, there are passing references to social realities:
in “Untitled Story,” a “crippled woman selling pencils on a sidewalk” looks
at the protagonist “with dumb faithful eyes”; there is “the nigger in the
Pullman” who is “automatic like a machine.”19
It is in “Young Writer in a New Country” that the social becomes
relatively prominent. The narrator grapples with what “America” means,
and, like a character in Anderson’s stories, ﬁnds the answer unsatisfactory.
Like his father, who is “not a lover” and who tries to “kill” love, America
“kills” the likes of David. “Davids die poor. Even in my country Davids are
not many. Civilization does not want Davids: You got no speed, David.
You must be left behind.”20 What he thought were the materialistic values
of his father are duplicated in this new land.
Villa was “left behind,” too, in another way. The constraint was less
economic than ideological. In pursuit of his version of the American
dream, Villa tried to sell his stories to American magazines, whether
mainstream or coterie. He also founded and edited his own little magazine,
called Clay, where he published both works by others and his own stories.
Villa published himself nine times in three issues of Clay, whereas only two
magazines published him more than once. In effect, Villa made himself
visible in print when others would not.
Not completely unlike some Asian American writers today who feel
constrained by publishers insisting on ethnic content,21 Villa, it seems,
could only be published if he wrote in a similar way. His ﬁrst publication in
the United States is “Malakas: A Tale of Old-Time Philippines” in 1931. It
had been published in the Philippines in 1929 simply as “Malakas.” The
story is set in a precolonial past that could play to Orientalist fascination:
Villa uses Filipino mythical characters, Malakas (“strong”) and Maganda
(“beautiful”), and the style is euphuistic. It could have been a strategic
move by Villa, a way to get himself in print in the United States, where
interest in “local color” and exotica was high.22
However, Villa apparently wanted to write stories using either nonPhilippine matter or an experimental style, or both. He wrote and published twelve stories between 1931 and 1933. Five stories were in the
Anderson vein, populated by characters like the grotesques of Winesburg,
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Ohio. Four of these ﬁve stories were published in American magazines.
Tellingly, the only story in the group that was not published, entitled “The
Woman Who Looked like Christ,” was also the only one set in America.
The other seven stories suggest that Villa was trying out new matter and
manner, continuing the process of transition that had begun when he was
in the Philippines. “Wings and Blue Flame” and “Song I Did Not Hear”
consist of short numbered paragraphs, diary-like, recording impressions,
memories, and incidents. They are also, as one story leads to the next,
progressively explicit in their homoeroticism, suggesting another kind of
transition (from “normal” heterosexuality to sexual emancipation) apart
from the stylistic and the generic (from prose to prose poetry).23 “She
Asked Him to Come” already anticipates Villa’s “comma poems” in his
idiosyncratic use of the period and playful breaking down of lexical units
(e.g., “Did she. Ask him. To come. Did she. Or. Did she. Not. Ask him.
To. Come.”). None of the seven experimental stories was published in
American magazines except in Clay. “She Asked Him to Come” was
published only in the Philippines. The Orientalism of editors is illustrated
in this letter from Kyle S. Crichton, editor of Scribner’s magazine, to whom
Villa had offered two stories: “We all thought that your second story about
your American experiences was a distinct let-down. . . . It had the bad
quality of being ‘written’ and seemed much more self-conscious and
affected than the one with the Philippine setting. I feel that you should
cling to that Philippine material of your own until you have deﬁnitely
conquered all of your artistic problems.”24
For Crichton, Villa could be expected to write well about his native
Philippines but not about America. Philippine material was authentic
(“your own”), but for Villa to write outside that sphere and in such
a style as he did was presumption (“self-conscious and affected”). The
same logic seems to be operative in a letter from Lowry Charles Wimberly,
editor of the Prairie Schooner, to Villa: “Your story has an exotic setting –
we usually insist on strictly American setting – but we just could not let this
story escape the Schooner.”25 Anderson himself advised Villa to “not try to
be an American.”26 When Villa’s story “Given Woman” was published in
Scribner’s, the biographical note on Villa read: “Jose Garcia Villa is a native
of the Philippines and his stories, with that country as setting, have made an
impression on many critics” (italics added).27 The note anchors Villa on his
geographical origins and identiﬁes the merit of his stories with “that
country as setting.”
There appears, then, to be a disconnection between, on the one hand,
what Villa was writing as a serious ﬁction writer – stories that transcended
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localities and delved into “humanity” itself and that told in ways that broke
the mold – and, on the other, what the American literary establishment
wanted or was willing to receive from him, a “native of the Philippines.” In
his entry in Twentieth-Century Authors, twenty-ﬁve years later, Villa writes:
“I am not at all interested in description or outward appearance, not in the
contemporary scene, but in essence. A single motive underlines all my
work and deﬁnes my intention as a serious artist: the search for the
metaphysical meaning of man’s life in the Universe.”28
It was, however, “scenes” that America wanted, and – given that it was
Villa’s foreignness that made him publishable and thus visible – such
scenes afﬁrm for an American readership the premise behind benevolent
assimilation. The characters of Villa’s stories that the American magazines
published are mostly of the underclass, and the society in which they live,
benighted. “Given Woman” has a carpenter taking an ugly servant woman
to live with him, later giving her away to another man; “Death into
Manhood” is structured by a cycle of predatory sex. The protagonists of
“Daughter of Rizal” and “Story for My Country” cling to illusions – of
their being related to a great man, Jose Rizal, the national hero of the
Philippines – to make their little lives more bearable. Such are lives that
need tutoring.
When Villa’s stories were collected in Footnote to Youth: Tales of the
Philippines and Others (Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1933), the same
Orientalist and colonial discourse seemed to condition its reception.
Timothy Yu observes that the New York Times Review of Books and
Scribner’s commended the stories set in the Philippines, but they were
skeptical about Villa’s take on “American subjects.”29 The New York
Times review even registered wonder that Villa “had somehow acquired
the ability to write a remarkable English prose” – a forgetting of the
American conquest of the Philippines. Lucila V. Hosillos’s comprehensive survey of American reviews of the book shows that the book indeed
had an exotic appeal. The stories, one review went, “are news from an
unknown country, the Philippines.”30
The Saturday Review and the Herald Tribune were willing to grant Villa
his say on America because of his “fresh” perspective as a foreigner: “It
would be interesting to see such a fresh ‘outside’ point of view turned on
the life of our country” (italics added).31 To be sure, there was at least one
enlightened review that openly acknowledged the fact of American colonialism and hoped that Villa would reach a deeper appreciation of the
contradictions of greed and idealism shaping Philippine–American relations in his future works.32 But this was the exception.
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As a rule, Villa was published – thus included – only insofar as he was
other (one conﬁned to writing “stories with a Philippine background”) and
as his otherness was nonthreatening (one that was tacitly afﬁrmative of
American supremacy or that could be recuperated for the project of
benevolent assimilation).

III
A year after Footnote to Youth was published by Scribner’s, the American
government established the Philippine Commonwealth and promised the
Philippines its independence in ten years. It changed the status of Filipinos
in the United States from nationals to aliens and restricted the number of
Filipinos who could enter the United States to ﬁfty a year. Granting the
Philippines its independence was, in fact, a strategy to exclude Filipinos
from the mainland, who by then had become a “problem” because of their
militancy and whom the availability of Mexican labor had made
expendable.33
At around the same time, Villa was orchestrating a status transition of
his own. He had ceased writing stories and disappeared from the American
press. He returned to the Philippines in 1937, but an argument with his
father made him run away to the United States again, this time to stay there
for good.34 In New York, he took on odd jobs to survive.35 Bitter toward his
father,36 he cut ties completely and gave himself a new name, Doveglion (a
combination of dove, eagle, and lion), and with it a self-mythology that was
also a willful act of historical forgetting. Doveglion was a creature beyond
paternity, nations, and causes.
Villa had expressed the idea, possibly for the ﬁrst time, in the poem “The
Country That Is My Country,” published in the magazine Philippines Free
Press in 1935.37 In 1939, he included the poem in his book Many Voices,
published in the Philippines, in a section titled “History of Doveglion.”
The persona declares that his country
Is not the Philippines:
Not America; nor Spain nor Hungary:
Nor is it any other country.

In the end, the “country” that he does embrace is abstractly “Earth: Its
Men,” a view that ties up with what he claimed in his critical essays should
be the substance of literature.
As signiﬁcant a transition from Jose Garcia Villa, “native of the
Philippines,” to Doveglion of an undeﬁned angelic realm was Villa’s
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complete transition from prose to poetry, owing, according to his own
account, to his discovery of e. e. cummings and his view that poetry
was the highest art.38 Villa’s transition into poetry seemed the logical
outcome of both his working out of his personal trauma and his
aesthetics.
For one, Villa in his poems celebrated rebellion (religious and social),
self-discovery and celebration, and transcendent imagination. The persona
of the poems is a Genius, urging his listener to, like him, do daring things
or to try the impossible: to “invite a tiger for the weekend.”39
For another, the poems carry out, more readily than the short story, the
dictates of his aesthetics. The poems are both philosophical and playful, the
persona at one point wrestling with God and confronting the contradictions of his inner being, and at another time conjuring fantasias of “a radio
made of seawater”40 or “a leopard in Dufy blue,”41 and exploiting the
sound and appearance of English words and distorting English syntax for
effect. He introduces a new rhyme scheme that he calls “reversed consonance,” in which the last two sounded consonants of one line are reversed in
another line to achieve a rhyme:42
It is what I never said (a)
What I’ll always sing. (b)
It’s not found in days (a)
It’s what always begins (b)

The metaphysical content of the poems satisﬁes the demand for “essence,”
and his unorthodox ways with English, that for experimentation.
In 1942, some months after the Fall of Bataan, Villa’s Have Come, Am
Here was published by Viking Press to good reviews from Marianne
Moore, Babette Deutsch, and Louis Untermeyer. Much as Filipinos brieﬂy
were treated with more respect by Americans and were even regarded as
“brothers” by some after Bataan,43 Villa, too, became welcome in the house
of modern literature. Many of the reviews of Have Come, Am Here, as Yu
notes, cite his continuities with cummings, Emily Dickinson, and Gerald
Manley Hopkins.44 A famous photograph taken at a party at Gotham
Book Mart in 1948 in honor of Edith and Osbert Sitwell shows Villa
standing between W. H. Auden and Gore Vidal. Villa is the only Asian
in the company, a “little brown brother.” It looked as though Villa, indeed,
by transitioning from ﬁction to poetry, had arrived just as the title of his
book announces.
Seven years after Have Come, Am Here was published, the tide shifted
when New Directions published Villa’s Volume Two (1949), which
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foregrounded Villa’s experimentalism. It collected his “comma poems,”
where nearly every word was followed by a comma. In a prefatory note,
Villa explains that the commas are “an integral and essential part of the
medium: regulating the poem’s verbal density and time movement.”45 The
reviews for Volume Two, however, were generally negative. J. Donald
Adams of the New York Times Review of Books ridiculed the commas
even before the book became publicly available.46 Babette Deutsch, who
had described Villa as “born a poet,” thought that the commas made one
“read in gasps.”47 Only Richard Eberhart wrote an unqualiﬁed positive
review, calling them “an exciting innovation.”48
For Yu (2004), the unfriendly reception that Volume Two received was
triggered by Villa’s ﬂashing his modernist stripes too brightly. By pushing
his comma experiment, Villa deﬁed Orientalist expectations about
a nonwhite writer, and placing the explanation at the beginning was an
impertinence. Yu concludes that readers “could only lambast his attempt
to behave like any other American modernist.”49 The case of Volume Two,
then, seemed to echo the ambivalence of the American reception to
Footnote to Youth. That book, for the New York Times and Scribner’s at
least, had threatened to prove that someone like Villa could write like an
American about American themes and thus challenge the Orientalist logic
of benevolent assimilation.
Recurrent in the reviews that remark on his afﬁnity with the Western
poetic tradition are images of imperfect or insubstantial reproduction. In
Deutsch’s review, we read, “The ghosts of Blake, Emily Dickinson, the
presences of Wallace Stevens and e. e. cummings still haunt Villa’s pages,
and what he makes of the gifts they bring, though sometimes magniﬁcent,
is not so wonderful as it seemed at ﬁrst” (italics added).50 Similarly, in
David Daiches’s review, Villa’s best poems were an “almost Blake-like
combination of innocence and outrage” (italics added).51 The Times
Literary Supplement heard “echoes of Mr. Pound and Mr. Eliot . . . whispers
of Dr. Edith Sitwell” in Villa’s poems, but added that “they are without the
intellectual organization of their originals and equally important, they are
totally without their beauty” (italics added).52 Thus, Villa’s incorporation
into the American modernist canon was aborted, not because he was
becoming too much like an American modernist poet for comfort, but
because he was not a good enough copy of one.
It must be said that Volume Two was simply inferior to Have Come, Am
Here or at least redundant coming after it – a view also expressed by some
reviewers, the more recent one being fellow Filipino American Robert
Nery (2014). The fact that when the opportunity came for Villa to compile
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poems for Selected Poems and New (1958), he picked only 65 out of 106
poems from Volume Two, as against 99 out of 127 poems from Have Come,
Am Here may be a tacit admission by Villa himself of the relative merits of
the two books.
Outside the reviews of Volume Two, there were other ways in which
Villa was written over as one would write over an error because, it would
seem, of his foreignness.
Several months before the publication of the book, Villa had accused
Edmund Wilson of plagiarism. Furioso had published Wilson’s “The
Pickerel Pond: A Double Pastoral” (1948), in which Wilson used what he
called “amphisbaenic (backward-rhyming) endings.” Villa wrote a letter of
protest, rejecting the possibility that Wilson could have arrived at amphisbaenic rhyme independently of Have Come, Am Here and accusing Wilson
of disingenuousness: “By using that word [amphisbaenic] he intended to
evade giving me credit, otherwise it should not be necessary to ascribe the
method to antiquity” (italics in the original).53 But Wilson claimed that he
had “never read Villa’s book.”54
Villa sent the letter to at least four publications, but only Western Review
published it. Villa’s American friends did not come out publicly to support
him or to denounce Wilson, even though in private they had expressed
sympathy for Villa.55 Mark Van Doren, who had been supportive of Villa,
even his commas, dismissed the matter in a line: “Wilson? I wouldn’t care
what he knew or didn’t know.”56
Over time, the association between Wilson and backward rhyming
solidiﬁed. In the entry on rhyme in Handbook to Poetry, Babette Deutsch
credits Wilson solely “for a tour de force that he calls amphisbaenic or
backward rhymes,”57 even though she had remarked on Villa’s reversed
consonance in her review of Have Come, Am Here. Only in the third
edition does she acknowledge Villa’s claim to this rhyming method.58
Onward to the twenty-ﬁrst century, an entry on “amphisbaenic rhyme”
in Wikipedia identiﬁes Wilson as having used it but makes no mention of
Villa.
Whether Wilson plagiarized or not, it seemed that even before the
publication of Volume Two, Villa was already being eased out of
a literary tradition to which he had only recently been admitted.
About a decade later, Villa would be exhausted as a poet. His last poem,
“The Anchored Angel,” was published in 1954 in the Times Literary
Supplement (London) and became the centerpiece of his last major collection Selected Poems and New (1958). “The Anchored Angel” represented the
culmination of a career, the “angel” being a refracted image of himself.
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Effecting another transition, Villa turned to poetics and philosophy. He
conducted poetry workshops at the City College of New York between
1952 and 1960, at the New School between 1964 and 1973, and ﬁnally in his
apartment until the last years of his life. He was compiling notes for
a theory of poetry, which, however, he never completed, and writing
aphorisms, which he called Xocerisms, after his ﬁrst name spelled in
Russian.
By the time of the Immigration Act (1965), Villa’s presence in the
mainstream American literary scene had begun to wane. The 1970s saw
his luster dimming further. He was not included in Asian American literary
discourse, because his writings could not be easily squared with identity
politics or narratives of immigration. Those themes would allow the likes
of N. V. M. Gonzalez, Bienvenido Santos, and especially Carlos Bulosan to
take pride of place in the Filipino American literary canon.59 In Kim’s
groundbreaking Asian American Literature (1982), Villa is in an endnote,
where he is described as “probably the best-known Filipino poet,” yet “his
work has little to identify it as the work of anyone other than avant-garde
American writer.”60 The 1990s saw his poems being included in high
school literature textbooks, perhaps a cruel punishment for one who had
disdained textbook poetry.
Villa was too foreign for one public and not ethnic enough for another.
Ignored by the mainstream American literary establishment and by the
emerging minority discourse, Villa began disappearing from the scene just
when Filipinos could freely enter the United States, later to constitute one
of the largest immigration groups from Asia.
His invisibility was partly a matter of choice, but also apparently
a function again of historical forgetting. In 1976, another publishing
mystery occurred that had the effect of rubbing Villa out again. Love
Poems, published by the Eakins Press Foundation, included poets like
Catullus, Blake, and Dickinson. As in that photograph taken at the
Gotham Book Mart in 1948, Villa appears to have been benevolently
assimilated into the Western canon of love poetry, his poem situated
between Valery’s and W. C. Williams’s. A bibliographic detail, however,
calls attention to his difference. Villa’s poem “There came you wishing me
* * *,” as published in Love Poems, carries the following byline:
Jose Garcia Villa
Translated by Ben F. Carruthers.

The acknowledgments page repeats the information that Villa’s poem,
reprinted from Have Come, Am Here, was translated by Carruthers.
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A copy of the book belonging to the poet Luis Francia was inscribed
by Villa with the note: “by Xocé Xarcia Villa and not at all translated! –
Written in English.” How the mistake was perpetrated is a mystery,
but the error seems illustrative yet again of both Orientalist thinking
and American colonial discourse – a misrecognition and a forgetting.
These incidents belie Villa’s claim (and illusion) about literature, that
Any tiger of whatever colour
The same as jewels any stone
Flames always essential morn.
The guest is luminous, peer of Blake.
The host is gallant, eye of Death.61

“Positively no Filipinos allowed,” then, as signs on hotel doors in
California read during the Depression. Poetry is colored; the host, not
always gallant, no matter that the guest may think himself a “peer of
Blake.” Villa might have come, but he need not be there at all.

IV
Villa’s transitions were responses to challenges – to a repressive society and
patriarch, and to delimiting presuppositions about his scope as a writer.
The transition was to an ever more abstract subjectivity, from Jose Garcia
Villa, a native of the Philippines, to Doveglion the poet, to the philosopher
espousing an aesthetic and ethics. The price, it seems, of his transitions is
obliteration – i.e., “to be removed from writing” – hence forgotten. These
transitions – his acts of agency – occurred alongside and within shifts in
American–Philippine relations. Orientalist and imperial ideology cannot
admit deviation from its own image; in turn, Villa repudiated his ethnicity,
reinventing himself as an “angel” whose realm is the ether, leaping over the
identity politics of an emergent discourse that could have embraced him
and made him legible (and thus visible) to another public.
Since his death in 1997, however, a new generation of Filipino American
writers has begun to rescue him from erasure. Tabios’s posthumous edition
of his writings, The Anchored Angel (1999), was published by Kaya Press, an
imprint of Muae Publishing, and thus constituted a positioning of him as
an Asian American writer. The introduction to an issue of Melus devoted to
Filipino American literature takes Have Come, Am Here as “arguably . . .
the ﬁrst Filipino American work.”62 Villa has not been completely
obliterated.
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Yet something more was not completely obliterated. This chapter has
worked on themes of forgetting, invisibility, and exclusions. It ends with
a remembering.
In turning his back on his revolucionario father and mythologizing
himself as parthenogenetic Doveglion, Villa may be said to have forgotten
the war, too, embracing as he did an equally mythical America. Sometime
in the 1990s, however, Villa read Sitting in Darkness: Americans in the
Philippines (1984), an account of the Philippine–American War by David
Haward Baine. The book gave him a new appreciation of his father,
Simeon, whom he now saw as a “hero” and deserving of respect.63 This
one time, at least, Villa remembered (“to put into one’s mind”) his father
no longer as a miser. Could he also have been (to risk a false etymology) remembered, if only momentarily, to that body of ideals and customs and
history that his father’s generation represented, and to its memories of the
war and its betrayal by American “liberators,” whose victory had brought
him, Villa, past the barracks of Angel Island, the false glitter of Hollywood,
and the deserts of New Mexico, to New York, there to be “Anchored,
Entire, Angel”?
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